Abstract Let A be a Poisson algebra and Q(A) its quasi-Poisson enveloping algebra. In this paper, the Yoneda-Ext algebra Ext * Q(A) (A, A), which we call the quasi-Poisson cohomology algebra of A, is investigated. We construct a projective resolution of A as Q(A)-modules, which enables to compute the quasi-Poisson cohomologies in a standard way. To simplify calculation, we also introduce the quasi-Poisson complex and apply to obtain quasi-Poisson cohomologies in some special cases.
A is not required to be commutative.
The (quasi-)Poisson modules over a Poisson algebra were introduced in a natural way in [5] , see also [10] . In [14] , the (quasi-)Poisson enveloping algebras for a Poisson algebra was introduced, and it was shown that the category of (quasi-)Poisson modules is equivalent to the category of modules over the (quasi-)Poisson enveloping algebra, see section 2 for detail. Consequently, the category of (quasi-)Poisson modules has enough projective and injective objects, which enables the construction of the cohomology theory for a Poisson algebra by using projective or injective resolutions. The present paper aims to develop the quasi-Poisson cohomology theory for a Poisson algebra A. The starting point is that A itself is a quasi-Poisson module, and so that one can study its extension group in the category of quasi-Poisson modules.
Throughout K will be a field of characteristic zero. All algebras considered are over K and we write ⊗ = ⊗ K for brevity. The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 recalls basic definitions and notions of Poisson algebras and modules. In section 2, we introduce the quasi-Poisson cohomology groups for a Poisson algebra A. We construct a projective resolution of A as a module over its quasi-Poisson enveloping algebra, which can be used to compute the quasi-Poisson cohomologies. Moreover, to simplify the calculation we introduce the quasi-Poisson complexes. As an application, we apply it to obtain some special quasiPoisson cohomology groups in Section 3.
Preliminaries
In this paper, we assume that all associative algebras will have a multiplicative identity element.
Let (A, ·, {−, −}) be a Poisson algebra (not necessarily commutative). A quasi-Poisson
A-module M is a an A-A-bimodule M together with a K-bilinear map {−, −} * : A × M → M , which satisfies (1.1) {a, bm} * = {a, b}m + b{a, m} * , (1.2) {a, mb} * = m{a, b} + {a, m} * b,
3) {{a, b}, m} * = {a, {b, m} * } * − {b, {a, m} * } * for all a, b ∈ A and m ∈ M . Clearly, the condition (1.3) just says that M is a Lie module over A. If moreover, (1.4) {ab, m} * = a{b, m} * + {a, m} * b holds for all a, b ∈ A and m ∈ M , then M is called a Poisson A-module. Let M, N be quasi-Poisson modules (resp. Poisson modules). A homomorphism of quasi-Poisson Amodule (resp. Poisson modules) is a K-linear function f : M → N which is a homomorphism of both A-A-bimodules and Lie modules.
Let us recall the definition of (quasi-)Poisson enveloping algebra of a Poisson algebra, see [14] for more detail. Before that, we need some convention.
Denote by A op the opposite algebra of the associative algebra A. Usually we use a to denote an element in A and a ′ its counterpart in A op to show the difference. Let U (A) be the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra A. Fix a K-basis {v i |i ∈ S} of A, where S is an index set with a total ordering "≤". Let α = (i(1), · · · , i(r)) ∈ S r be a sequence of length r in S. Usually we call r the degree of α. Denote the element
, then we call − → α a homogeneous element of degree r. The empty sequence, or the sequence of degree 0, is denoted by ∅ and we write
Then all homogeneous elements of positive degrees together with ½ form a PBW-basis of U (A). For given α = (i(1), · · · , i(r)) and β = (j(1), · · · , j(s)),
Set r = {1, · · · , r}. By an ordered bipartition r = X ⊔ Y of r, it is meant that X and Y are disjoint subsets of r and r = X ∪ Y , here "ordered" means that X ⊔ Y and Y ⊔ X give different bipartitions, which differs from the usual ones. Moreover, X and Y are allowed to be empty set. Let α = (i(1), · · · , i(r)) and r = X ⊔ Y . Suppose
called an ordered bipartition of α with respect to the ordered bipartition r = X ⊔ Y . Similarly, one defines ordered n-partitions α = α 1 ⊔ α 2 · · · ⊔ α n for any n ≥ 2.
It is well known that the category of Lie modules over A is equivalent to the category of left U (A)-modules. Notice that U (A) is a cocommutative Hopf algebra with the coproduct Moreover, by the cocommutativity of U (A), the enveloping algebra A e = A⊗A op of A in the associative sense is a U (A)-module algebra with the action − → α (a⊗b ′ ) =
for all α ∈ S r with r ≥ 0 and a ⊗ b ′ ∈ A e . Thus we have the following definition. where J is the ideal of Q(A) generated by
as a K-vector space. Thus Q(A) has a PBW-basis given by
The multiplication is given by
The category of quasi-Poisson modules (resp. Poisson modules) is equivalent to the category of Q(A)-modules (resp. P(A)-modules).
Consequently, there are enough projectives and injectives in the category of quasiPoisson modules, which make it possible to construct the cohomology theory for a Poisson algebra by using projective or injective resolutions in a standard way. 
The quasi-Poisson Cohomology

The projective resolution of Q(A) A
In the sequel, we will construct a projective resolution of A as a Q(A)-module, so that we can compute the cohomology groups Ext n Q(A) (A, M ) in a standard way.
To simplify notation, for each i, j ≥ 0, we denote by
the i-th tensor product and j-th exterior power of the K-space A respectively.
Our construction is based on the following two well-known resolutions. One is
the standard resolution of A as an A e -module(A-A-bimodule), where
The other one is the Koszul resolution of K as a trivial U (A)-module, say
where ǫ is the counit map, i.e., ǫ(½) = 1, and ǫ( − → α ) = 0 for all r > 0 and α ∈ S r . The differential is given by
where the symbol v l indicates that v l is to be omitted. Denote by S ′ and C ′ the deleted complexes of S and C respectively. Consider the double complex
and obtain its total complex Q ′ = Tot(S ′ ⊗ C ′ ),
To be precise, Q 0 = A 2 ⊗ U (A), and for n ≥ 1,
The following lemmas will be handy for later use. Some of them seem to be well known to experts. For the convenience of the reader, we also include a proof. Lemma 2.3. For any n ≥ 0, Q n is a free module over Q(A) with the action given by
Proof. Firstly, we show that Q n is a left Q(A)-module. It suffices to check that the equality
holds. In fact,
By the Leibniz rule {a, bc} = {a, b}c + b{a, c}, we have
From the significace of the notation ⊔, we get
Then we have
Comparing LHS with RHS, we obtain the equality needed.
Next, we show that Q n is free over Q(A) for each n. Set Q ij = A i+2 ⊗ U (A) ⊗ ∧ j . We claim that Q ij is a free Q(A)-module with a basis
Notice that there exists a PBW-like basis of Q(A) given by v s ⊗ v ′ t # − → α , where s, t ∈ S and − → α is a homogeneous element of degree l in U (A). Following the notations in [14] , we write
Assume that some Q(A)-linear combination equals to zero, that is,
where each v s ⊗ v ′ t # − → α is chosen to be in the PBW-basis. Let α be with highest degree which appears in the sum. Moreover, each term in the left hand side is written as
Combining those terms containing α in the resulting sum, we have
Thus λ s,t,α,θ,ω = 0 for any s, t, θ and ω, and our claim follows.
Remark 2.4. The corresponding quasi-Poisson action of
Lemma 2.5. The morphisms ϕ n in the total complex (2.1) are Q(A)-homomorphisms.
Proof. Clearly, each ϕ n in Q ′ is a direct sum of 
On the other hand, for any 1
By the definition of d j , it is easy to check that Proof. By Künneth's theorem (see [9] ), it is easy to see that Q ′ is exact at Q n for each n ≥ 1, since both S ′ and C ′ are exact for i, j > 0, and Q ′ is the total complex of S ′ ⊗ C ′ .
For n = 0, again by Künneth's theorem,
Combining Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we obtain a projective resolution of A as a Q(A)-module. 
is a projective resolution of A as a Q(A)-module.
Let M be a left Q(A)-module and hence a quasi-Poisson module over A. Applying the functor Hom Q(A) (−, M ) to the deleted complex Q ′ , we obtain a complex Hom Q(A) (Q ′ , M ):
By Theorem 2.7, the n-th quasi-Poisson cohomology group is calculated by
The quasi-Poisson complex
To compute the quasi-Poisson cohomology groups, one uses a simplified complex, the socalled quasi-Poisson complex. Let M be a quasi-Poisson module. Applying the functor
Following from the natural K-isomorphisms
the above bicomplex is isomorphic to the bicomplex Hom 
is called the quasi-Poisson complex of A with coefficients in M , and denoted by QC(A, M ).
An immediate consequence follows.
Proposition 2.10. The quasi-Poisson complex is isomorphic to the complex Hom Q(A) (Q ′ , M ), and hence H n (QC(A, M )) = HQ n (A, M ).
Applications and Examples
Lower-dimensional quasi-Poisson cohomologies
First examples are lower dimensional quasi-Poisson cohomology groups of a Poisson algebra (A, ·, {−, −}). We denote by Z(A) and Z{A} the center of the associative algebra and the one of the Lie algebra, respectively. Then we have the following easy result. Moreover, for any f = (f 1 , f 0 ) ∈ Kerσ 1 , by Proposition 2.10, we know that f 1 ∈ Der(A) and f 0 ∈ Der L (A) and the equality
holds for any (a, x) ∈ A ⊕ ∧ 1 . Now set
Thus HQ 1 (A) is computed as follows by definition. More generally, HQ 0 (A) = Z(A) for any inner Poisson algebra since Z(A) ⊂ Z{A} in this case, see Lemma 1.1 in [15] . Recall that a Poisson algebra (A, ·, {−, −}) is said to be inner if {a, −} is an inner derivation of (A, ·) for any a ∈ A.
Standard Poisson algebras
Now we turn to HQ 1 . Note that in standard case, the equality (3.1) is equivalent to
which holds if and only if
gives to a Lie derivation g with Img ⊆ Z(A). Thus we have the following characterization.
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a standard Poisson algebra. Then
here HH denotes the Hochschild cohomology of the associative algebra A.
In general, quasi-Poisson cohomology groups of higher degrees are difficult to compute, while some special cases can be calculated explicitly.
Example 3.4. Let A be the K-algebra of upper triangular 2 × 2 matrices. This algebra is known to be the path algebra of the quiver of A 2 type. More explicitly, A has a basis {e, f, α}, and the multiplication is given by e 2 = f 2 = ef = f e = αe = f α = 0 and eα = αf = α.
Consider the standard Poisson algebra. By direct computation, one shows that as a graded algebra, HQ * (A) ∼ = K x, y / x 2 , y 2 , xy + yx , the exterior algebra in 2 variables. 
Poisson algebras with finite Hochschild cohomology dimension
Let (A, ·, {−, −}) be a Poisson algebra. Suppose the associative algebra A has finite Hochschild cohomology dimension, that is, the n-th Hochschild cohomology group of (A, ·) vanishes for sufficiently large n. and HL * (A). Up to now, few results in this direction are known.
